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**Abstract:** Limited therapeutic efficiency and severe side effects in patients are two major issues existing in current chemotherapy of cancers in clinic. To design a proper theranostic platform seems thus quite needed to target cancer cells accurately by bioimaging and simultaneously release drugs on demand without premature leakage. A novel ZnO-functionalized upconverting nanotheranostic platform has been fabricated for clear multi-modality bioimaging (upconversion luminescence (UCL), computed tomography (CT), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)) and specific pH-triggered on-demand drug release. In our theranostic platform multi-modality imaging provides much more detailed and exact information for cancer diagnosis than single-modality imaging. In addition, ZnO can play the role of a “gatekeeper” to efficiently block the drug in the mesopores of the as-prepared agents until it is dissolved in the acidic environment around tumors to realize sustained release of the drug. More importantly, the biodegradable ZnO, which is non-toxic against normal tissues, endows the as-prepared agents with high therapeutic effectiveness but very low side effects. These findings are of great interests and will inspire us much to develop novel effective imaging-guided on-demand chemotherapies in cancer treatment.

Interest in constructing theranostic nanoplates with concurrent diagnostic and therapeutic capabilities has recently grown in the field of nanomedicine since it offers great opportunities in the fight against various major diseases, such as cancer. Imaging probes, as one of the most important parts of the theranostic nanoplate, should simultaneously fulfill different levels of imaging, from the cell to the whole body, to offer detailed tumor characteristics for clinical diagnostics. However, single-modality imaging cannot meet the high diagnostic requirements as every imaging method (e.g., optical imaging, CT, and MRI) has its inherent defects rooted in limited sensitivity, resolution or imaging depths.[3] To resolve this problem, multiple imaging probes have been integrated into one single system for achieving multi-modality imaging despite some severe drawbacks including complicated synthetic procedures and heterogeneous nanostructures.[2] In response, lanthanide-doped upconverting nanoparticles (UCNPs), may be ideal alternatives for constructing multifunctional bioplates through doping with different rare-earth ions without additional modification of other functionalities owing to their rich optical and magnetic properties as well as strong X-ray attenuation.[3–5]

Besides multi-modality imaging for diagnosis, therapeutic applications of UCNPs have also been studied intensively in the past years.[5c,6] For example, UCNPs with mesoporous silica shell (dubbed as UCNPs@mSiO2) have been employed as anti-cancer drug nanocarriers in malignant tumor treatment.[7] However, it is hard to prevent premature release of anticancer drugs before they reach the tumor, resulting in the poor therapeutic efficacy and cytotoxicity. One promising strategy to tackle this issue is to explore a stimuli-responsive drug-delivery system, which can realize the on-demand drug release triggered by specific external stimuli, including pH,[8] light,[9] and temperature.[10] Recently, a study on hollow/mesoporous silica coated UCNPs drug nanocarriers with high pH sensitivity has received more attention because of the notable difference between normal tissues (pH 7.4) and tumors (pH < 5.5).[11] Unfortunately, in the absence of a “gatekeeper” on their surfaces, there are still more than 20% of the drugs pre-released from the nanocarriers at pH 7.4. In consideration of the high desire of developing UCNPs@mSiO2 nanocarriers that possess highly effective pH sensitivity as well as a non-toxic “gatekeeper” to prevent the premature drug release, ZnO nanoparticles become the ideal candidate that are easy to be fabricated, inexpensive, and highly responsive to acids (stable at pH 7.4 but rapidly dissolved while pH < 5.5).[12] More importantly, biodegradable ZnO is non-toxic towards normal tissues but cytotoxic towards tumors after dissolution. However, to the best of our knowledge, construction of theranostic nanoplates combining multi-modality bioimaging and pH-triggered chemotherapy seems still unsuccessful in the literature to date.

Herein, we have developed a multifunctional nanotheranostic agent with UCNPs (NaYF4: 20%Yb3+, 2%Er3+/NaGdF4: 2%Yb3+) as the core for the UCL/CT/MRI tri-modality imaging, and a mesoporous silica layer as the outer shell with ZnO as “gatekeeper” for pH-triggered drug delivery, designated as UCNPs@mSiO2-ZnO (Scheme 1).
The as-prepared UCNPs are in a hexagonal phase and possess uniform morphology (Figures S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information). The HAADF-STEM (high angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy) image and the line scanning profiles further confirm its core–shell structure (Figure S3a). The TEM image in Figure 1a shows that the silica coating process on UCNPs is successful and the as-obtained UCNPs@mSiO2 is still uniform in size and monodisperse. The low-angle XRD analysis and nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherm (Figures S5 and S6) clearly indicate its highly ordered mesoporous structure. The high-resolution TEM and FTIR characterization demonstrate that these mesopores can be successfully blocked by the pre-prepared NH2-functionalized ZnO quantum dots[12] as “gatekeeper” using a carbodiimide cross-linking reaction with the COOH-anchored UCNPs@mSiO2 (Figures S3, S4, and S7).

This result has been also proved by HAADF-STEM (Figure 1b) and elemental mapping analysis (Figure 1c to e).

No obvious change in the UCL wavelength and sharpness is observed before and after coating ZnO quantum dots on the surface of UCNPs@mSiO2 (Figure S8). The characteristic UCL emission can be used as the output signals to realize UCL imaging. Then cellular uptakes of UCNPs@mSiO2-ZnO were investigated by a modified inverted fluorescence microscope equipped with a 980 nm infrared laser. After incubation with UCNPs@mSiO2-ZnO for 4 h, the HeLa cells showed evident UCL signals (Figure 2a). The UCNPs@mSiO2-ZnO was mainly located in the cytoplasm and perinuclear regions, indicating the successful penetration of UCNPs@mSiO2-ZnO into the cell membrane of living HeLa cells. The internalized process of UCNPs@mSiO2-ZnO by the cells was verified through the UCL imaging (Figure S9). Then, we intratumorally injected UCNPs@mSiO2-ZnO into the tumor site, and imaged them by a modified in vivo Maestro whole-body imaging system. A strong UCL signal began to arise from the location where UCNPs@mSiO2-ZnO was injected (Figure 2b), but no autofluorescence was detected elsewhere. Such results demonstrate that UCNPs@mSiO2-ZnO is able to be employed for UCL imaging in vitro and in vivo.

As known, in vivo UCL imaging provides only imprecise anatomical and physiological information restricted by the penetration depth of lights unless the simultaneous integration with CT. So we compared the CT contrast efficacy of UCNPs@mSiO2-ZnO with that of iobitridol (a traditional iodine-based CT contrast agent currently used in clinic). As shown in Figure 3a and b, UCNPs@mSiO2-ZnO shows much brighter CT images than iobitridol at equivalent concentrations ascribed to its appropriate K-edge and high atomic number. Furthermore, after intratumoral injection of
UCNPs@mSiO₂-ZnO, the tumor-bearing mouse shows significantly enhanced contrast of the tumors in the CT images (Figure 3c). The time-dependent biodistribution was tracked by CT signals after intravenous injection to evaluate the feasibility of UCNPs@mSiO₂-ZnO as an imaging probe in a mouse. Compared with the pre-injection CT imaging, it is seen in Figure 3d to g that the heart imaging was greatly enhanced after 5 minutes, and a clear imaging of the liver could be observed until 30 minutes, and was gradually increased from 30 to 120 minutes. More importantly, the enhancement of the liver imaging continued for over three hours. Such long-lasting hepatic enhancement probably reflected the uptake ability of UCNPs@mSiO₂-ZnO by macrophages and hepatocytes while used for probing hepatic tumors. The results firmly demonstrate that the UCNPs@mSiO₂-ZnO effectively serve as a contrast agent for CT imaging both in vitro and in vivo.

Research on multifunctionalities of UCNPs@mSiO₂-ZnO was then extended to MRI for improving the resolution of soft tissues. Figure 4a displays the T₁-weighted relaxivity of UCNPs@mSiO₂-ZnO that the MRI contrast is enhanced by increasing the concentration of Gd³⁺ ions. The longitudinal relaxivity value \( r_1 \) is calculated to be 4.78 mm/s from the slope of the concentration-dependent relaxation 1/T₁ (Figure 4b). The in vivo MRI experiment was conducted on a tumor-bearing mouse by using a 1.5 T human MRI scanner. After intratumoral injection of UCNPs@mSiO₂-ZnO into the tumor necrosis area, the enhanced MRI signal can be clearly observed in the injection area (Figure S10). The above tests identify that UCNPs@mSiO₂-ZnO can be successfully employed as a UCL/CT/MRI tri-modality imaging probe for tumor diagnosis.

UCNPs@mSiO₂-ZnO exhibited a strong green emission under irradiation with UV light in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.4), typically originated from surface-modified ZnO quantum dots, however, this emission was quickly quenched while pH 5.0, indicating the dissolution of ZnO quantum dots by acid (Figure S11). This judgement is in good consistency with the corresponding TEM and EDX characterization (Figures S12 and S13). Obviously the acid metabolized by tumors can easily open the “gate” guarded by ZnO to achieve pH-triggered on-demand drug release. In the following we choose an extensively used clinical chemotherapy drug doxorubicin...
(DOX) as a model and pre-loaded it in the mesopores of UCNPs@mSiO2 at a content of 102 mg g−1 before the pore was guarded by ZnO quantum dots. The subsequent test of sustained release of the drug under different pH values in Figure 5a shows that an extremely slow drug release from UCNPs@mSiO2@DOX-ZnO was detected at pH 7.4, suggesting ZnO worked well in preventing premature drug leakage. Oppositely, a remarkable drug release of DOX occurred at pH 5.0 in the very beginning until after seven hours a balanced concentration was reached. The control experiments without ZnO caps and with Au caps (stable at pH 5.0) were also performed (Figure S14), which further verify that ZnO quantum dots are excellent “gatekeepers” for controlling the drug release. The internalization of UCNPs@m-SiO2@DOX-ZnO into cancer cells and intracellular release of DOX were studied by inverted fluorescence microscopy (Figure S15). The fluorescent intensity enhancement of DOX in cancer cells increases with incubation time, indicating the sustained intracellular release of drugs from UCNPs@m-SiO2@DOX-ZnO. The anticancer efficacy of UCNPs@m-SiO2-ZnO, UCNPs@mSiO2-ZnO, and UCNPs@mSiO2@DOX-ZnO after incubation for 24 h. UCNPs@mSiO2 shows limited cytotoxic effects on the cells even at the high concentration of 200 µg mL−1, whereas UCNPs@mSiO2-ZnO exhibited a statistically significant cytotoxic effect, indicating that ZnO exhibit cytotoxic effects after dissolution (Figure S16). Moreover, UCNPs@m-SiO2@DOX-ZnO results in higher amounts of HeLa cell deaths than free DOX, which indicated that the loaded DOX not only retained its pharmaceutical activity but also exhibited a higher therapeutically effective. The results prove the feasibility of UCNPs@mSiO2@DOX-ZnO to effectively store and deliver DOX into cancer cells and further provide pH-triggered controlled release to induce cell death.

In summary, a ZnO-gated UCNPs@mSiO2 nanoplatform has been successfully constructed for multi-modality bio-imaging and guided pH-triggered on-demand drug release. The combination studies of UCL imaging with CT and MRI reveal that UCNPs@mSiO2-ZnO can well serve as contrast agents for tri-modal imaging in vitro and in vivo, providing comprehensive information for tumor diagnosis. More importantly, the “gatekeeper” ZnO can be efficiently dissolved in the acidic environment of cancer cells, and hence UCNPs@m-SiO2-ZnO cannot only effectively load anticancer drugs, but also achieve pH-triggered on-demand drug release, which effectually reduces adverse side effects of drugs. This nanoplatform has exhibited greater cytotoxicity than the corresponding free drugs, indicating their high therapeutic effectiveness for cancer. All these positive results make UCNPs@mSiO2-ZnO nanocomposites a promising candidate for cancer theranostics, and it has inspired us much to develop novel effective imaging-guided on-demand chemotherapies in cancer treatment.
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